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1.1 The energy sector and the economy
Gas and power supply is crucial to the economy and society.
As well as powering the wider economy, the energy industry
directly employs and indirectly purchases goods and services
that provide livelihoods for many. The energy sector’s direct
contribution to the UK economy in terms of Gross Value Added
(GVA) was estimated to be £24bn in 2016. In addition, the energy
sector delivered £88bn in economic activity through its supply
chains, and the purchasing of goods and services from other
sectors to support energy sector activities.
The sector invested £11.9bn in 2016, supporting 730,000 jobs
across the UK. Employees within the sector contributed the
equivalent of £162,000 per employee in productivity, which was
more than in the construction, manufacturing, transport and
agriculture sectors1.
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FIGURE 1: PRODUCTIVITY PER EMPLOYEE BETWEEN MAIN SECTORS (£) 2016

Source: Energy UK

1 Energy in the UK, Energy UK
2 Energy bills and proposals for reform, House of Commons Library, September 2017
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1.1.1 The process of liberalisation
Before the sector was privatised by then Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher as part of wider economic reforms, electricity
was supplied to households through 14 regional electricity
companies, while gas was delivered by either British Gas or
Scottish Gas2.

The Electricity Act 1989 provided the framework for the eventual
restructuring and privatisation of the electricity supply industry
in England, Wales and Scotland, while the Gas Act 1986 privatised
the British Gas Corporation. This resulted in assets (e.g. networks
and power stations) being taken from state ownership into
private ownership and the creation of competitive markets and
new suppliers to allow customers to choose who they purchased
energy from.
The introduction of competition brought about a separated cost
chain for the component parts of the gas and electricity markets.
Competitive wholesale markets allow trading between gas
producers, electricity generators, suppliers and financial houses
for the eventual delivery to the end consumer. Much of this
activity occurred in the late 1980s and 1990s, with all customers
being able to choose their gas and electricity supplier since 1999.

1.2 The role of the regulator Ofgem
In June 1999, the former regulatory offices – the Office of Gas
Supply (Ofgas) and the Office of Electricity Regulation (Offer) –
were combined and renamed as the Office of Gas and Electricity
Markets, commonly known as Ofgem.

Ofgem is responsible for regulating the gas and electricity
markets. Its role is to protect the interests of consumers, regulate
competition between providers, and monitor social and
environmental issues within the industry. It primarily focuses on
the following areas:

— Making gas and electricity markets work effectively by
promoting competition in generation and supply

— Ensuring companies in the sector fulfil their legal and
licence obligations

— Regulating the revenues of monopoly businesses,
e.g. network companies, and

— Ensuring social and environmental responsibilities on
energy companies are met
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The regulator is tasked with assessing market power, preventing
predatory pricing, assessing the effects of inter-company
agreements on competition, and ensuring compliance with
legal requirements.

1.3 Maintaining the “rule books”
and licensing
In principle, any activity in the gas and electricity markets
requires a license. These set out what is expected from the
activity and provides a basis for monitoring and compliance.
To fulfil broad roles in the market, participants must sign up to
appropriate licenses and meet the requirements of them.
Failure to do so can result in fines and the removal of licenses.
Ofgem as the regulator monitors compliance through regular
audits and spot checks of licensees.
Licenses set out the general behaviours and practices needed to
comply with market rules. Those who sign licenses also accede to
industry codes for the electricity and gas markets. These codes,
which total over 50,000 pages, set out in detail the requirements
of licensed parties in the market. They are usually very
prescriptive and detail specific financial and engineering related
requirements for system connected assets and users. The detail
of the codes is to ensure licensed parties stick to pre-defined
rules and requirements and are aligned closely with market
design objectives around bilateral trading, safety and security
see section 5.
However, these codes have not been static since liberalisation and
are termed “living governance” by the industry. This means that
licensed parties can suggest changes to codes through proposals
and modifications. These are assessed by industry-led
committees and working groups and ultimately approved or
rejected by Ofgem, who assess all proposals on the principles of
consumer benefit and competition.
Table 1 and Table 2 below detail a matrix of licenses in the
electricity and gas markets and which codes apply to signatories
of these. What is clear from both is the role of the supplier in each
market, for electricity the supplier signs up to all codes, a concept
in the electricity market known as the “supplier hub principle” as
effectively the supplier is the sole industry contact with the end
consumer. For gas, the supplier has less onerous obligations and
it is the shipper who accedes to the main code responsibilities
under the Uniform Network Code (UNC).
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TABLE 1: ELECTRICITY LICENSING AND CODE COMPLIANCE

Interconnector
License
Balancing and Settlement Code (BSC):
Reporting and financial requirements
for trading and balancing

Transmission
License

Distribution
License

X

Connection Use of System Code
(CUSC): Charging framework for
usage of the transmission system

Generation
License

Supply
License

X

X

X

X

Distribution Connection Use of
System Agreement (DCUSA):
Charging framework for usage
of the distribution system

X

Grid Code: Engineering and
connection requirements for the
transmission system

X

X

X

X

Distribution Code: Engineering
and connection requirements
for the distribution system

X

X

X

X

Master Registration Agreement
(MRA): mechanisms for
customer transfer

X

X

Smart Energy Code (SEC):
terms of provision for smart
metering

X

TABLE 2: GAS LICENSING AND CODE COMPLIANCE

Uniform Network Code (UNC):
Rules on gas market access and use
of the transmission system

Interconnector
License

Transporter
license

Shipper
License

X

X

X

Supply
License

Supply Point Administration
Agreement (SPAA): Operational
arrangements and charges between
gas suppliers and the networks

X

Smart Energy Code (SEC):
terms of provision for
smart metering

X
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1.3.1 License exemptions
Although in principle all market activities need a license from
Ofgem there are some exemptions.

— Small-scale electricity generators: typically below 100MW 		
in England and Wales, 30MW in South Scotland and 10MW
in North Scotland can connect to the distribution system 		
without gaining a license. Historically this was not a concern
with large-scale centralised power stations, but is becoming
an issue given the roll-out of small-scale renewable assets
and new technologies such as battery storage now
accounting for 40% of electricity generating capacity
see section 3

— Aggregators: who by definition aggregate smaller-scale
assets to provide services to National Grid in the
electricity market

— Financial gas traders: who avoid having much of the
requirements under the UNC applied to them as they have
no physical market position
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